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The family ideas of Chinese is extremely deep，and the “family” has a special 
significance to Chinese people. The “family ” has been written by different writers in 
different times with different idea. So “family literature” has been developed 
continually from ancient times to now, and “family novel” is an important type of 
“family literature”. The “family novel” in Taiwan has its own way, which reflects 
unique social and cultural. But different gender perspective of “family novel” 
reflects different significance; the performance of male perspective is about these 
aspects:  ideas of family and nation by grand narrative; inheritance from father to 
son with the name of father; the observation of family female by man, and so on. In 
order to explain what the female perspective is, it is important to distinguish the 
definition of “female identity”、 “female voice”、 “female history concept” and 
other related issues, on this basis, we can observe how the female perspective is 
reflected in the text. 
This paper discussed the female perspective of Taiwan family novel by 
“Poseidon family”, which written by the Taiwan writer Chen Yuhui. To observe how 
the writer wrote the family history with the position of women, how she described 
gender relations and women situations in family, how she construct the matrilineal 
history, and what history concept is reflected by what she construct. Then how the 
public history is implied by family history and private history , how the he female 
perspective is reflected by rebuilding public history. The purpose of this paper is to 
try to answer these questions. And to get the purpose, it is helpful to build on other 
people's suggestions research results. This paper try to read or examine, typically 
with great care, and in light of relevant theories, to deal with this subject .The 
analysis can be summarized as follows: The part of “the gender perspective of family 
novel in contemporary Taiwan” mainly amplify on the male perspective and the 
female perspective of family novel; The part of “Poseidon family’s writing” mainly 













the general description of the story; The part of “the construction of the matrilineal 
history” mainly talk about how the writer built the matrilineal history by the way of 
the absence of the father and the presence of the mother, and how did the writer 
compromise and identify with her material line, and this part discuss the relationship 
between father and daughter, the relationship between mother and daughter; The part 
of “The Taiwan in a metaphorical sense with the family without father” mainly 
analysis how the writer reinterpreted the history by t female perspective . 
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第二章  当代台湾家族小说的性别视角 
第一节 当代台湾家族小说的男性视角 
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